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Participant Learning Outcomes
Participants will identify the elements of undergraduate research as a high -impact practice.

Participants will identify opportunities for student reflection within the research process.

Participants will describe best practices for critical reflection in undergraduate research 

CUREs.



Elements of a HIP
Students are provided timely and frequent feedback

Students reflect on their learning

Students apply learning in real-world contexts

Students experience diversity or difference

Students have meaningful interactions with peers and faculty

Students devote considerable time and effort

Students are expected to perform at high levels

Students publicly demonstrate their competence





Research Methods
Student Learning Outcomes, CRJU 3301:

1. Explain the process of research as a rational and systematically organized sequence of events

2. Identify the basic concepts and techniques necessary to understand the research process

3. Critically assess research reports and use research in criminal justice practice

4. Justify and use various research designs and outline the different purposes of research

5. Prepare basic approaches to data collection methods

6. Describe the principles of analyzing data

7. Describe and explain the different purposes of research

8. Submit a research proposal



STOP AND BRAINSTORM
Esse n tia l Ele m e n ts of a  H IP

Brainstorm some ideas about how you could effectively meet 

the expectations for a “high impact” project in the context of 

undergraduate research in research methods.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lmEiB6gKqvhX -

5xKxrfJoMV0GOVxIpSP?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lmEiB6gKqvhX-5xKxrfJoMV0GOVxIpSP?usp=sharing


Reflection as HIP



Reflection throughout the semester
● Critical reflection - metacognitive activities to reflect on the learning process

● Reflective practices specifically related to steps in the research process

● How do general topics in a methods class facilitate regular reflective practice?



DEAL Model for Critical Reflection (Ash & Clayton, 
2009)

https :/ / s cholarworks .iupui.edu/ bits tream/ handle/ 1805/ 4579/ as h-2009-generating.pdf?s equence=1&is Allowed=y

1 2 3

https://scholarworks.iupui.edu/bitstream/handle/1805/4579/ash-2009-generating.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y


QUESTION/
PROJ ECT

What is  my 
research ques tion 
or my creative 
project, and why 
do I care?

PREVIOUS 
WORK

What have others  
done, and what did 
they find?

MATERIALS/  
METHODS

What could I do to 
answer this  
ques tion in a  novel 
way?

AND

How do I make 
sure the work I do 
mainta ins  the 
integrity needed to 
draw conclus ions?

IMPACT

How do these 
answers  
broaden or 
deepen our 
unders tanding?

AND

How do they 
apply to the real 
world?

FINDINGS/
DISCOVERY

What did I find, 
and does  it 
provide me with 
answers  to my 
ques tion?

The res earch proces s  as  reflective



Undergraduate research in research methods
● Course Based Undergraduate Research (CURE) is a natural fit

○ Embedded into a specific course

○ Allow participation by a greater number of students – increases equity

● Many ways in which to engage in CUREs

○ One recurring issue is related to data collection and/or analysis - utilizing a methods course in 

particular can help solve this

○ Topics related to data collection, management, and analysis are typically covered in the class already

● Strategies:

○ Use existing/secondary data

○ Collect primary data on research topic

○ Public Opinion Research: Kortz & van der Hoeven Kraft, 2016 (link)



Course Assignment: Research Proposal
Research Proposal Assignment

● Introduction

● Res earch Ques tion

● Literature Review

● Res earch Des ign

● Sample

● Plan for Data  Sources

● Preliminary Evidence

● Secondary data/ Public opinion data

● Conclus ion

● Bibliography



Scaffolded Assignments: Research 
Qu e stion  W or k sh e e t



Gender

JuvenilesIncarceration

Research Question: What are the gendered differences in juvenile incarceration 
in the United States?

Important Questions:
How will you categorize gender?
What datasets capture gender?
What does the literature say about gender 
differences in criminal justice?

Important Questions:
Definition of juvenile status in the 
law? 
Literature on juvenile justice? 
Dominant models of juvenile justice?
Rate of juvenile delinquency 
between females and males?

Important Questions:
Incarceration rate of juveniles?
When? Now? Years under study? 
Major categories of offenses leading 
to juvenile incarceration?
Long-term effects of juvenile  
incarceration?
Recidivism?



Common Feedback



Scaffolded Assignments: Research Proposal

Has this issue been 
addressed in the past?  

If so, how? 
What have others said about this 
topic?  What kind of research has 
been done previously? 

What is your research 
question?

What do you wish to accomplish 
through the research project that 
you are proposing?  You should have 
a clearly stated research question 
around which your final paper will be 
organized.

Write!

The best way to get started is just to 
begin writing. You can go back and 
refine and edit later but try to get 
some words on a page to start the 
development of your paper.



Common Feedback

● Major concerns:

○ What is hypothesis?

○ Synthesis of sources

○ Citations



Scaffolded Assignments: Annotated Bibliography

Summarizing the text
What are the main ideas? What is the 
author’s point? What conclusions does 
the author come to? Use this space to 
briefly summarize the article in the 
same way you would if you were using 
it in your paper. This should be your 
own paraphrasing or summarizing, not 
copied and pasted directly from the 
abstract or the article.

Positioning the text

Include the full citation correctly 
formatted. Ensure this article is from 
a peer-reviewed journal.

Evaluating the text as a 
source

What did you learn from the article? 
Did the article alter your viewpoint? 
Do you agree or disagree with the 
author’s claims? How will it be 
useful in your project?



Common Feedback



Scaffolded Assignments: Preliminary Evidence

For example, if I my research topic was “what are the major 
differences that males commit more crime than females?”, I might 
choose to provide a chart or graph that shows gender differences 
in crime rates. That doesn’t answer the question of why, but it 
does provide some evidence to show that it is a valid topic to 
study. You could get data from the UCR that includes how many 
crimes are committed by males and females.

You are responsible for finding raw 
data in SPSS or Excel form 
somewhere to use in this 
assignment (resources are listed 
elsewhere in our D2L course). This 
data should be somehow relevant to 
your research question, but not 
necessarily answer it completely.



Examples: 
Pr e lim in ar y Evide n ce



Strategies for Feedback & Reflection

● Written feedback that can be used in multiple semesters

● Crowdsourcing feedback

● Peer feedback



Strategies for Feedback & Reflection
● Utilize a worksheet to maximize time spent discussing feedback



Strategies for Feedback & Reflection

● Meetings - individual or group



Stop and Reflect about Feedback

• How can you give feedback to be used for reflective 

purposes to individual students most effectively and 

efficiently?

• If you use other project designs (group/team work, less 

choice on research projects, etc.), what type of feedback 

strategy would be best?

Think about strategies for feedback 
and reflection in your own courses:



Critical Reflection

● What is it?

○ More than simple narrative account or description of an experience

○ Requires analysis, critique, and discussion of the impacts of learning

● Examples

○ DEAL Model (Ash & Clayton 2009)

○ Personal Application Assignment (Kolb & Kolb, 2017)

● http://www.nwlink.com/~donclark/hrd/development/reflection.html

● https://www.facultyfocus.com/articles/teaching-and-learning/critical-reflection-adds-depth-and-breadth-to-student-learning/

http://www.nwlink.com/%7Edonclark/hrd/development/reflection.html
https://www.facultyfocus.com/articles/teaching-and-learning/critical-reflection-adds-depth-and-breadth-to-student-learning/


Critical Reflection & Assessment

• Happens throughout the experience

• Focused on feedback

○ Feedback, reflection of that 

feedback, and future s teps  can 

take many forms

• Often low s takes

For m ative
• Occurs  at the end of experience

• Can be focus ed on evaluation

• May be higher s takes

Examples  of rubrics  for s ummative 

reflection:

● What? So What? Now What Rubric?

● DEAL Reflection Rubric

Su m m ative



Image source: https://expertprogrammanagement.com/2020/10/honey-and-mumford/

Reflection on 
Le ar n in g Style s

https://expertprogrammanagement.com/2020/10/honey-and-mumford/


• Image source: https://lilypeters.wordpress.com/action-learning/96-2/

Reflection on 
Learning Styles

https://lilypeters.wordpress.com/action-learning/96-2/


Bringing together Learning Styles 
an d  Re se ar ch  M e th ods Activit ie s



Final Reflection

● What were your expectations coming into this course? How did the reality differ (or not)?

● What were your expectations for the research paper in particular? Did any part(s )of the class 

help you to feel prepared to complete the paper? If so, which part(s)?

● What strategies that you can use in the future did the reflection on learning styles and problem-

solving help you identify? 

● When you complete research papers/projects in the future, what can you do differently that will 

help you be successful?

● How has the process of completing these reflection discussion changed your experience in the 

course (if at all)?



Two Project Plans, One Semester

● Two sections of CRJU 3301: Research Methods in Criminal Justice

○ CURE included in both courses

○ One had stronger reflection component (learning styles reflection, more 

discussion on this during mandatory individual Zoom meetings)

○ Otherwise, all course and CURE components were the same

● Reflection course (N=18)

● Typical CURE course (N=25)



Preliminary Course Assessment Results -
En d  of Cou r se  Su r ve y

• How much did discussion boards 

help your learning?

○ 100% reported “great help”

• Course instructional design “helped 

me see my strengths and 

weaknesses.”

Reflection (n=5)
• How much did discussion boards 

help your learning?

○ 33.3% “no help or a little help”

○ 16.7% “moderate help”

○ 41.7% “great help”

Typical Class (n=11)



Conclusion

● Design reflective 

assignments, feedback 

schemes, and 

assessments with 

efficiency in mind. 

● Ensure you have (some) 

essential elements of HIPs 

represented in your CURE/UGR 

projects.

● Reflection can take many 

forms – sometimes it is 

present even when you 

don’t realize it. 

Keep student success at the forefront.



How to Reach Us

https://forms.gle/Uz3M8REV9Y7zVCKX6

https://forms.gle/Uz3M8REV9Y7zVCKX6


Essential HIP Elements 

Brainstorm some ideas about how you could effectively meet the expectations for a “high impact” project 
in the context of undergraduate research in research methods: 

 

• Students are provided timely and frequent feedback 

 

 

• Students reflect on their learning 

 

 

• Students apply learning in real-world contexts 

 

 

• Students experience diversity or difference 

 

 

• Students have meaningful interactions with peers and faculty 

 

 

• Students devote considerable time and effort 

 

 

• Students are expected to perform at high levels 

 

 

• Students publicly demonstrate their competence 

 



IUPUI 2021 session on research methods, undergraduate research, and reflection 
 
Links to put in chat: 
 
SLIDE 4: Mentimeter poll 
www.menti.com   
Use code 8163 1472 
 
SLIDE 6: Stop and brainstorm 
Link to handout with HIP elements for brainstorming: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lmEiB6gKqvhX-5xKxrfJoMV0GOVxIpSP?usp=sharing 
 
 
SLIDE 11: Undergraduate research in research methods 
Kortz & van der Hoeven Kraft (2016):  
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.5408/15-
11.1?casa_token=5dmSGOOdcisAAAAA%3AMxv_dbWLtJl0li0GxLSksP53s7t0mkUoc6Qk3C
lTJvrr7wrfGOu0x3M-B8SkdEYBPj-T2jgUjJhNNQ&journalCode=ujge20 
 
 
SLIDE 26: Critical Reflection 
http://www.nwlink.com/~donclark/hrd/development/reflection.html 
 
https://www.facultyfocus.com/articles/teaching-and-learning/critical-reflection-adds-depth-and-
breadth-to-student-learning/ 
 
Ash, S. L., & Clayton, P. H. (2009). Generating, deepening, and documenting learning: The 
power of critical reflection in applied learning. Journal of Applied Learning in Higher 
Education, 1(1), 25-48. https://scholarworks.iupui.edu/handle/1805/4579  
 
Personal Application Assignment (Kolb & Kolb, 2017): 
https://learningfromexperience.com/downloads/research-library/evaluating-experiential-learning-
the-personal-application-assignment.pdf  
 
 
SLIDE 27: Critical Reflection and Assessment 
 
What? So What? Now What Rubric?: https://usm.maine.edu/sites/default/files/service-learning-
volunteering/Engaged%20Cornell%20Reflection%20Rubric.pdf 
 
DEAL Reflection Rubric: 
https://scholarworks.iupui.edu/bitstream/handle/1805/22411/DEAL%20MODEL%20Critical%2
0Thinking%20Rubric.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y  

http://www.menti.com/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lmEiB6gKqvhX-5xKxrfJoMV0GOVxIpSP?usp=sharing
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.5408/15-11.1?casa_token=5dmSGOOdcisAAAAA%3AMxv_dbWLtJl0li0GxLSksP53s7t0mkUoc6Qk3ClTJvrr7wrfGOu0x3M-B8SkdEYBPj-T2jgUjJhNNQ&journalCode=ujge20
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.5408/15-11.1?casa_token=5dmSGOOdcisAAAAA%3AMxv_dbWLtJl0li0GxLSksP53s7t0mkUoc6Qk3ClTJvrr7wrfGOu0x3M-B8SkdEYBPj-T2jgUjJhNNQ&journalCode=ujge20
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.5408/15-11.1?casa_token=5dmSGOOdcisAAAAA%3AMxv_dbWLtJl0li0GxLSksP53s7t0mkUoc6Qk3ClTJvrr7wrfGOu0x3M-B8SkdEYBPj-T2jgUjJhNNQ&journalCode=ujge20
http://www.nwlink.com/%7Edonclark/hrd/development/reflection.html
https://www.facultyfocus.com/articles/teaching-and-learning/critical-reflection-adds-depth-and-breadth-to-student-learning/
https://www.facultyfocus.com/articles/teaching-and-learning/critical-reflection-adds-depth-and-breadth-to-student-learning/
https://scholarworks.iupui.edu/handle/1805/4579
https://learningfromexperience.com/downloads/research-library/evaluating-experiential-learning-the-personal-application-assignment.pdf
https://learningfromexperience.com/downloads/research-library/evaluating-experiential-learning-the-personal-application-assignment.pdf
https://usm.maine.edu/sites/default/files/service-learning-volunteering/Engaged%20Cornell%20Reflection%20Rubric.pdf
https://usm.maine.edu/sites/default/files/service-learning-volunteering/Engaged%20Cornell%20Reflection%20Rubric.pdf
https://scholarworks.iupui.edu/bitstream/handle/1805/22411/DEAL%20MODEL%20Critical%20Thinking%20Rubric.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://scholarworks.iupui.edu/bitstream/handle/1805/22411/DEAL%20MODEL%20Critical%20Thinking%20Rubric.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y


SLIDE 35: How to reach us 
 
Sevan120@kennesaw.edu 
jevans@uwf.edu 
 
feedback link: https://forms.gle/Uz3M8REV9Y7zVCKX6  
 
Link to full presentation slides:  
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lmEiB6gKqvhX-5xKxrfJoMV0GOVxIpSP?usp=sharing 
 
 
 

mailto:Sevan120@kennesaw.edu
mailto:jevans@uwf.edu
https://forms.gle/Uz3M8REV9Y7zVCKX6
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lmEiB6gKqvhX-5xKxrfJoMV0GOVxIpSP?usp=sharing
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